1. Exemplary Solution: *Introduction to Pharo*

**Exercise 1.2**

In a fresh pharo1.0-10451-BETAweb09.09.3 image, printing `Object subclasses size yields:`

```
642
```

This result may vary dependent on the version of Pharo you are using.

**Exercise 1.3**

Concatenation of Strings in Smalltalk is done by sending the message `,` to any String. To look at the implementation of `,` search for its implementors (CMD + m).

Concatenating Strings to express ‘hello world’ is done like this:

```
'hello', String space, 'world'
```

**Exercise 1.4**

- The class of 5.5 is Float (inspect the object)
- `areasOutside:` was changed twice; the last time on 4th of July 2009 by lr (Lukas Renggli).
  To reveal this information, click on the ‘versions’ menu action or press CMD + v when having selected the method in the browser.
- All 291 tests of StringTest pass, none fails.